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Founded in 2013, MedGenome is a pioneer in innovative and path-breaking solutions for genetic testing with deep focus on scientific innovation and research.


Genetic Testing Portfolio
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MedGenome Claria offers a complete suite of Reproductive testing solutions
Know more
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MedGenome Actia offers a comprehensive range of tests across Neurology, Nephrology, Cardiology, Metabolic and other disease segments
Know more
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MedGenome Prima the most advanced genetics and Molecular tests for Hemato-oncology and Solid tumors management
Know more
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MedGenome Micra offers advanced test for genetic and Molecular testing in the Infections disease segment
Know more









Presenting the virtual tour of the State-of-the-art Genetic Lab at MedGenome
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	3,50,000+ Exomes and Genomes sequenced
	First and only Lab with CAP accreditation for Whole Genome and Whole Exome Testing
	1300+ Genetic tests across various diseases categories
	700+ Clinical Geneticists, Genome Analysts, Bioinformatics Engineers
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MedGenome Patient Stories

MedGenome Patient Stories


MedGenome Claria
Invitro Fertilisation (IVF) is revolutionary technique that helped millions of couples achieve the dream of parenthood. One such couple was Mr and Mrs Swamy (name changed)....
KNOW MORE

MedGenome Actia
Patient information A 14-year-old female had heart attack/MI and underwent anterior wall Myocardial Infarction on 06.10.2020. She is currently on antiplatelet, statins and heparin medication....
KNOW MORE

MedGenome Prima
Ramdev hailed from Orai, a small agricultural village in the district of Jalaun, Uttar Pradesh. He owned a piece of land and the income from...
KNOW MORE
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MedGenome in the News


  [image: ] What India needs to do to eradicate TB by 2025
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  [image: ] Betting on hi-tech and the whole genome to beat TB - ET…
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  [image: ] MedGenome partners with Darshan GIVA Foundation to transform TB diagnosis using whole…
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Free Genetic Counseling by MedGenome Genetic Experts
Please share your details with our genetic experts to answer your queries
 Submit Now



 Thank you for your message. It has been sent.







More about MedGenome

MedGenome is committed to delivering precise, accurate, accessible, and affordable genomic solutions to empower every individual in the journey to manage their health.
Our focus as an industry leader is to provide global quality genetic testing solutions backed by technology, superior service, and innovation. We are South-East Asia’s largest CAP-accredited genetic testing laboratory, operating in India with the largest menu of over 1300 high-end genetic tests.
With a deep focus on scientific innovation and research, MedGenome has been leading the market with a wide range of industry-first genetic tests like Rhesus D, ThyroTrack, SPIT-SEQ, NIPT, HRR Gene Track, HRR Liquid biopsy, Whole Exome, Heme Track, Hereditary Cancer Gene Panel, Onco Track Ultima and many more for the detection and diagnosis of complex diseases.
MedGenome works closely with Clinicians to understand their challenges and expectations for effective patient treatment and happy outcomes. We follow global accreditation and quality benchmarks like CAP, EFI, PCP NDT, PCB, NABL, and many more. We are committed to delivering high-quality genetic testing solutions that are affordable and accessible to billions of people across the globe. Our proprietary tools like Varminer, Oncominer, etc. follow ACMG guidelines and provide Germline and Somatic genetic analysis with greater precision.
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 Now [image: ] Call Now Contact Us
Business Hours: 8 AM - 8 PM
Toll-Free Hours: 9 AM - 7 PM
India:
MedGenome Labs Ltd.
 3rd Floor, Narayana Nethralaya Building, Narayana
 Health City, # 258/A, Bommasandra, Hosur Road
 Bangalore – 560 099, India.
 +91 80 67154932, +91 80 67154931
MedGenome Labs Ltd.
 3rd Floor, Tower 1, E-City Software Park,
 Electronic City – Phase 1, Bangalore – 560100, India.
 +91 080-61171200
MedGenome Labs Ltd.
 Second Floor, 11, Pusa Rd, Block 17 A, WEA,
 Karol Bagh, New Delhi, Delhi 110005
US:
MedGenome Inc.
 348 Hatch Dr, Foster City, CA 94404, United States
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To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
    Functional    Functional  Always active       The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
     Preferences   Preferences       The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
     Statistics   Statistics       The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
     Marketing   Marketing       The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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We strongly believe that our stakeholder's (communities/ customers/ employees/ third party workers/ others) feedback/ complaints/ 
 suggestions are important for an organisation to implement policies and procedures at all levels and are precursor to growth of 
 the organisation. We are here to hear any feedback/complaint/suggestion.
Write to us at grievance.redressal-mgind@medgenome.com
We will get in touch with you within 20 days of receipt of the feedback/complaint/suggestion.
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